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In her new book, Ethnic Knitting Discovery:
The Netherlands, Denmark, Norway, and The
Andes, Donna Druchunas presents recipes,
charts, and traditional techniques for designing
your own ethnic-inspired sweaters. Debbie
O’Neill used the recipe for a Norwegian ski
sweater to design these pullovers. 

The first step in designing your own sweater
is selecting yarn. For this sweater, Debbie knew that she didn’t
want the yarn to be too heavy because that would make the
stranded sections too warm. She settled on a DK-weight yarn and
on a gauge of six stitches per inch. Debbie decided how large she
wanted the finished sweater to be by measuring a favorite
pullover. With a finished chest circumference and a gauge swatch,
she then calculated how many stitches she would need to cast on. 

The next step is selecting the largest motif (the snowflakes)
and figuring out how many repeats will fit around the sweater cir-
cumference. Given that it’s highly unlikely that the stitch multiple
of the motif will divide evenly into the number of stitches you
need for your sweater size, the total stitch count must be rounded
up or down accordingly. Because she prefers looser sweaters,
Debbie adjusted upward. Next, Debbie adjusted the smaller motifs
so they would fit evenly into the same stitch count as the large
snowflake pattern. 

Additional sizes were added to the pattern, but the design is
meant to be flexible so each knitter can customize the size.
Because it works best to have the same number of snowflakes on
the front and back of the sweater, the pattern repeat is effectively
thirty-six stitches. This large repeat results in significant varia-
tions between sizes. If you wish to knit a size that falls between
the sizes given here, simply change the gauge. For instance, if you
want a 433⁄⁄4--inch sweater, you can follow the instructions for the
42-inch sweater, but use a gauge of 53⁄⁄4 stitches per inch in stock-
inette stitch. If you want a 391⁄4-inch sweater, you can follow the
instructions for the 36-inch sweater, but use a gauge of 51⁄2

stitches per inch.
Here’s how we did the arithmetic for the body.

BODY
Desired size (in)

25 31 35 41 47 55

Gauge (sts/in)
6 6 6 6 6 6

Size times gauge equals approx number of sts
150 186 210 246 282 330

Sts in repeat
36 36 36 36 36 36

Approx number of sts divided by sts in repeat equals approx
number of repeats

4.16 5.16 5.83 6.83 7.83 9.16

Round up or down to full repeat
4 5 6 7 8 9

Sts in repeat times number of repeats
144 180 216 252 288 324

Total sts divided by gauge for actual sizes, rounded to 1⁄2 in
24 30 36 42 48 54

After knitting the sweater body, Debbie took similar
measurements and did a few more calculations to figure out
how many stitches to work for the sleeves. 

SLEEVES

Cuff circumference (in)
5.5 8 8.75 9.5 10.25 10.75

Gauge (sts/in)
6 6 6 6 6 6

Cuff size times gauge equals number of sts in cuff, rounded to
whole st

33 48 53 57 62 64

Upper arm circumference (in)
12.25 15 16.5 20.25 22.75 25.75

Upper arm size times gauge equals number of sts at upper arm,
rounded to whole st

74 90 99 122 137 154

Upper arm sts minus cuff sts equal number of increases required
41 42 46 65 75 90

Number of increases divided by 2 equals number of times to
increase at each end of every 4th rnd (see sleeve note)

20 21 23 32 37 45

Sleeve note: Normally, when we knit a sweater, we just start
increasing every four rounds for the sleeve, and fudge if it’s not
going to work out to the correct length. For example, if the
sleeve is getting wide too slowly and it will be too long before
there are enough stitches for the desired upper arm circumfer-
ence, we switch to increasing every three rounds. If the sleeve
is getting wide too fast and will be too short, we switch to
increasing every six rounds. Because we had to write the
instructions for this pattern in advance, we calculated how long
each sleeve would need to be using the row gauge, and adjust-
ed the increases to fit.
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